
To learn more visit, WeAreGEO.com/Continuum-Of-Care.

Did you know? 77% of released returning 
citizens are re-arrested within five years.1

Did you know? 43% are re-arrested within 
the first year.1

CoC IMPROVES LIVES + CAN HELP VIRGINIA AVOID INCARCERATION COSTS
• Vocational training at Lawrenceville Correctional Center includes computer courses, electrical wiring, horticulture, 

carpentry, commercial cleaning, masonry, and plumbing.2

• Participants who do not possess a diploma can take adult basic education classes, and earn a GED during their 
time at Lawrenceville Correctional Center. 2

Programming in Lawrenceville 
Correctional Center Participation Completions

Academic Programming 300 251

Vocational Programming 260 213

Behavioral Programming 602 602

The Evidence is in the Data July 2019 - July 2020

The GEO Continuum of Care® goes ABOVE and 
BEYOND its annual contractual obligation by 
investing $99,000 in offender rehabilitation. In 
most cases, this includes additional full time 
staff, post release support services, substance 
abuse treatment, 12 step programming, 
parenting classes, domestic violence prevention, 
and anger management education. 

ABOVE and BEYOND

Vance R., a Virginia CoC Success Story

“With you (Vance R.’s case manager) and 
the COC program behind me, I know that 

the sky is the limit this time for me.”

Virginia’s Investment  
in Prison Rehabilitation

1 The Hamilton Project - Recidivism of Prisoners, by Prior Arrest History (2016)
2  PrisonPro Lawrenceville Correctional Center Virginia

“Many in custody have never utilized 
computers before so every GEO Continuum 

of Care® classroom utilizes smartboard 
touchscreen technology.”

What is the GEO Continuum of Care®?
The GEO Continuum of Care® is enhanced in-custody offender rehabilitation programming, including cognitive behavioral 
treatment, integrated with post–release support services. GEO’s Continuum of Care® provides individuals the tools, 
resources, and access to community partners through referrals to assist in their smooth transition into their community. 
Today the GEO CoC headquarters team includes 53 staff with subject matter experts in education, cognitive behavioral 
treatment, substance abuse treatment, post-release services, training, and quality assurance.


